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DigiOmmel is now using Alesis XT 8-channel recorder, digitally connected to E-MU 1820 audio
interface unit for bit-for-bit transfer of ADAT tape recordings into more manageable multi-track file
formats. We can also repair dysfunctional cassettes and, if necessary, move tape reels into working
shells.
The ADAT digital multichannel audio tape recorder uses a standard VHS transport that provides reliable
and robust operation based on well-proven helical scan VCR technology. The recording media is a halfinch S-SVHS tape encased in cassette shells.
The format is configured to operate with iron oxide magnetic particles instead of more costly pure iron
particle, or metal evaporation tapes. An ADAT recording employs relatively low signal density per tape
area. A low-density recording provides very reliable readout system, making the recorded tape signal
fairly insensitive to dirt and defects such as crumples and cross-tape weaves. VHS cassettes are well
protected, and the rotary heads work to wipe off loose particles from the tape surface. The only downside of reduced signal density, compared to other contemporary DAT formats is the comparatively
heavy and bulky cassettes.
Helical-scan read/write system
ADAT tape runs at a speed of 95.3mm/sec which is about 4 times the speed of standard VHS SP (PAL)
format. The initial tape formatting begins with a 15-second 'Lead' segment, followed by a 115-second
'Data' segment of muted audio. Up to 44 minutes of 8-channel/track audio data can be recorded onto a
three-hour S-VHS cassette (SE-180).
At replay, the linear tape speed is maintained by a servo control (CTL) signal recorded across a 1millimeter linear track on the lower edge of the tape. The head cylinder rotation, however, is
synchronized to the helical data signal tracks for accurate editing. As in an ordinary VHS-type helicalscan VCRs, ADAT rotary head gap angles are set at 12 degrees azimuth (±6°) to reduce the inter-track
signal crosstalk to an insignificant level.

The 62-milimeter head cylinder speed is 1800 R.P.M. or 30 R.P.S., creating a 5.75 meter/second head-totape speed. The cylinder contains 4 heads, spaced at 90-degree angles. The two opposing heads on the
cylinder take care of writing the signal, while the other two read it. Effectively, one write head and one
read head are in contact with the tape at any time.

Figure 1. ADAT rotating read/write head system.

The write head gap width is specified at 100 micrometers – about four times wider than the read head
gaps (Fig. 1). The relatively wide recorded track pattern provides enhanced readout robustness; The
system can endure relatively large tracking errors before the RF tape signal retrieval is interrupted.
The four heads of ADAT head cylinder are needed for another reason, too. The format has been
developed to accommodate assemble-type edit functions, where the start point of a new recording
session can be joined to the end point of a previous one. Frame-accurate overdubs, however, were
never intended for ADATs.

Figure 2. Comparison of ADAT and 8 mm R-DAT tape signal density.

Providing for sufficient data integrity
In professional digital multi-track recorders, seamless (noiseless) fade-outs are a must. When a local
muting, or re-recording of an individual track is required without data loss at edit points on the tape, the
recorder has to accurately locate the end segments of previous recording sessions.

With helical-scan recorders, there are further complications in editing old and compiling newly-recorded
audio data together. Before recording, the seamless data stream has to be modulated into the 8/10 RLL
format (Run-Length-Limited). A new data may not be added as such, but needs to be concatenated with
sync symbols, and appropriately generated and interleaved with error-correction data words.
In short, new audio data cannot be added at randomly chosen points of tape without first reading and
decoding larger chunks of previously recorded data. If this were done, the error-correction codes would
frequently flag audio data as incorrigible, resulting in repetitious audible interpolations, and eventually
loud clicks in the audio signals.
The Read-Before-Write operation avoids the above-mentioned problems, however. The first read head
picks up the old material, to be written into buffer memory, then perform the sync/error-correction
formatting then concatenates it with the new data, and finally re-writes it onto the tape. With very
fragmented tape segments, the same track may be read and re-written immediately by the following
write head, within a single rotation of the head cylinder. Similar methods are applied in virtually all RDAT recorders.
The ADAT interface
A standard Toslink optical connectors are typically employed allowing for up to 5 meter length of optical
fibres (maximum recommendation). Even longer distances may be covered provided all the components
of the interface are clean and of good quality.

Figure 3. Specifications of ADAT optical interface.

The sampling frequency is normally limited to 48 kHz, with the varispeed feature of up to 50.4 kHz
(4.76%). It is also possible to operate ADAT interface at 96 kHz, with implementations that use a 'doublespeed' mode. It that case two channels are used to transmit one channel's worth of audio data, halving
the number of channels handled by one serial interface.
The ADAT digital audio interface is also referred to as the 'light pipe' interface. The signalling system is
based on a self-clocking, serial optical interface protocol that carries sequential divisions of multichannel audio information. The interface is capable of delivering up to 24 bits of digital audio data
streams of eight discrete channels.
An ADAT data is modulated by NRZI, identical to the 'S/P-DIF' or Sony/Philips Digital Interface, also
known as the IEC 958 optical interface (Fig. 3.). It is used in all consumer-grade digital AV devices. The
ADAT data stream is concatenated with forced ones inserted every five bits (except during the sync
pattern) as clock words. The words are normally used to synchronize the sampling clock of a receiving
device. Though, some devices require the use of a separate 9 pin cable for synchronization.

The sequential 8-channel audio data frames are merged into single frames of serial data, and
transmitted at the sampling frequency. A frame consists of an 11-bit sync pattern consisting of 10 zeros
followed by a forced one. This is followed by four User bits which are normally set to zero. The first is a
forced one, the first audio channel sample (with forced ones every five bits), the second audio channel
sample, and so on.

Figure 4. ADAT 8-channel helical track layout.

ADAT track layout
Each helical signal track begins with an intro block and ends with an exit block. The audio data is
grouped in odd and even channel sectors, concatenated and locally interleaved (re-located) to combat
the effect of random read errors, as well as providing good data integrity at individual re-writes (edit
points).
The interleaving process is spread out over several tracks. The 80 words (40+40) of CRC codes serve as a
guarantee against faulty synchronization, preventing audio data partial erases due to synchronization
errors. Before the final 32-bit CRC error detection word there is the SMPTE Time Code Sector for
absolute time display. The time code applies to the 16 sectors of a helical track pair. This makes it
possible to read audio data even at fast forward or rewind mode.
An internal timecode of 960 sample rate clock cycles are generated for each helical track pair 960 audio
samples. The SMPTE Time Code Sectors provide timing information that ensures the synchronization
between readout electronics and recorded data. The Sector Space data includes information similar to
the Time Code Sector, but is written only when formatting the tape.

Figure 5. ADAT digital interface data format.

The total of 1200 clock cycles in each sync block makes it possible to synchronize two ADAT decks at
SMPTE timecode accuracy, which reaches a maximum of 1/2400 seconds (417 μsec.) for each sample
(44.1/48kHz) and frame rate when necessary.

Sector Guard blocks are rewritten with every new shot of audio data sector. Its value is, however, set
during the formatting of the tape. In the forcibly rewriting the absolute time block of the old block is
first read out and written back to the same track. A SMPTE timecode may also be missing from the early
ADAT recordings, as it was not featured in the original version of the ADAT decks. An external devices
like ADAT remote BRC were needed to convert the recorded absolute time information into standard
SMPTE format. The conversion information could be stored on the tape, as part of the 2-minute Data
segment recorded at the beginning of each ADAT tape.
Better than analog recorders
The ADAT encoding resolution is higher than of CD format due to its 48 kHz sampling rate which is the
professional standard. An ADAT deck is just as useful in big studios as in low-budget projects or high-end
home studios since it is designed to interface with both -10 dBV and +4 dBu signal levels. ADAT decks
can sync together with a single cable (no external hardware, synchronizer, or converter is necessary).
The ADAT audio specifications compare quite favourably with those of any studio-grade analog
multitrack recorder, by offering a dynamic range in excess of 90 dBs, very low distortion, negligible track
crosstalk, no measurable wow and flutter or tape saturation distortion; in short, extremely high sound
quality the digital audio recordings are known for.

Figure 6. ADAT playback noise/distortion at 1 kHz, measured via analog and digital output.

There is no need to sacrifice a track for sync as you can have 16 tracks of digital recording by syncing up
two ADATs. Should you capture a killer performance on a single ADAT and later want to expand it to 24
tracks. In total, up to 16 ADATs can be synced together (with 1/48,000th of a second accuracy). This
way, you can create a modular recording system with as many as 128 tracks.
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